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Frederic Piraux Sarah Hay

1 division. Sport
2 one division
3 Points only for target on ecranche ..1 for attaint, 3 for break in friable tip. 5 for breaking the lance. no
points for unhorsing.
Good horsemanship is expected. Riders may be warned, penalized, or disqualified, for riding
dangerously, endangering or harming the horse. Rough treatment of horses will not be tolerated.
4-7 Armour to the standard to withstand robust hits. Ideally a joust harness of full plate to the standard
of 1430's Germany would be the ideal, but a helm that has a safe occularium, solid chest protection,
joints and limbs will be permitted at the marshall's discretion. This is particular to the marshall of this
event, Frederic Piraux. His unique knowledge set qualifies him to have judgement extraordinary to the
set guidelines.
Ecranche to be provided by competitors, some spares will be available. The ecranche in it's entirety is
the target.
Lances are provided by the host. 11 ft overall, three foot friable pine tip, pine or poplar base section.
These lances are slightly modified from last year.
Each competitor will be given the same number of passes over the two days of tournament, and
scoring will be ranked highest to lowest.
9 all competitors are to deport themselves as ambassadors of the sport.



1 & 2 There will be a mandatory entry test before competition. There will be testing on-site, audited by
the marshall. The minimum competency will be for competitors to ride and strike the quintain with a
tournament lance with a solid tip (provided). It is to the marshall's discretion if the competitors will test
in competency by also riding against an armoured opponent and striking their ecranche. This testing is
MANDATORY, to ensure safety of the horses and to find if there are any field/ armour/lance/horse/tack
issues BEFORE the tournament commences.
3 Selection for attendance was based on a pool of competent jousters who are known ambassadors of
the sport. Final selection was done by the faire organizers. The host group then contacted the riders to
invite them.



Due to the constraints paced on horses from other countries, including quarantine and impor and
export documents, all horses for this tournament are local. Local veterinarian is the on call vet from
Brooks animal Clinic.
The organizer is providing mounts per prearrangement on the part of competitors. Locals will provide
their own mounts.



Site Address is The Old rodeo Grounds, #20 7 Street East, Brooks, Alberta
Directions. Brooks is on Highway #1, two hours north of the Sweetgrass, MT border crossing, 2
hours west of the Saskatchewan border at Swift current, and a two hour drive East of Calgary. {No
one cares how to get to Brooks from Edmonton, largely because there are no interesting people in
Edmonton).
Accommodation is at the Heritage Inn in Brooks.
Closest commercial airport is Calgary
There will be ad hoc shuttle service from hotel to the grounds and back.
Persons will be brought from the farm where they billet pre tournament to the site via transport
convoy.



heritage Inn and suites 1239 2 street W Brooks
heritageinn.net
403-362-8688
Lakeview Inns and Suites 1307 2 street W Brooks
www.Lakeviewinnand suites.com
403-632-7440www.lakeviewhotels.com
Ramada Inn Brooks, 1319 2 Street Brooks
www.ramada.com
403-362-6440
Knights Inn Brooks, 813 2 Street W Brooks
www.knightsinn.com
403-632-3466

Please have fun.




